The Web is now being used as a platform for publishing and linking life science data. The Web's linking architecture can be exploited to join heterogeneous data from multiple sources. However, as data are frequently being updated in a decentralized environment, provenance information becomes critical to providing reliable and trustworthy services to scientists. This article presents design patterns for representing and querying provenance information relating to mapping links between heterogeneous data from sources in the domain of functional genomics. We illustrate the use of named resource description framework (RDF) graphs at different levels of granularity to make provenance assertions about linked data, and demonstrate that these assertions are sufficient to support requirements including data currency, integrity, evidential support and historical queries.
INTRODUCTION
As the number of published data resources on the Drosophila melanogaster genome increases, the potential emerges to exploit these data resources in combination, to help answer research questions which cannot be answered by any single data resource alone. For example, how do patterns of gene expression compare between testes [1] and embryos [2, 3] ? However, these data resources are subject to change, and this presents a number of challenges.
In release 4.2 of FlyBase, the Drosophila genome annotation database [4] , the gene known as 'CG32954' was replaced by two separate genes, known as 'CG3481' (a.k.a. 'Adh') and 'CG3484' (a.k.a. 'Adhr'). Other databases may not be synchronized with these changes: at the time of writing, Berkley Drosophila Genome Project's (BDGP's) gene expression data still uses the older 'CG32954' annotation [2] . Thus joining data from these two resources requires specific knowledge of FlyBase's change history, and cannot easily be automated.
We assume familiarity with basic Web concepts, such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) for Web documents. Our approach to combining data is to exploit the World Wide Web [5] , for which technology is ubiquitous and has demonstrated capability for scaling and incremental growth [6] . The Web is a decentralized system for publishing and linking resources, with no centralized registry, and information discovery is accomplished by following links between resources. Its underpinning technologies are the HTTP [7] for accessing resources, HTML for representing linked documents and URIs (also known as URLs) [8] for global identification and location of documents.
The Web is now being used as a platform for publishing and linking data [9] [10] [11] , commonly as resource description framework (RDF) [12] datasets directly accessible using HTTP, or as SPARQL [13] endpoints.
RDF is to data what HTML is to documents, and also uses URIs for identification and linking. RDF is based on an underlying model that asserts facts as linking relationships between entities (e.g. the FlyBase entry http://flybase.org/reports/ FBgn0000055.html describes the gene adh in the species D. melanogaster, where 'describes a gene' is the linking relationship). An RDF dataset may contain many such assertions, and such a collection of entities and links is called an RDF graph. There are numerous formats for representing RDF: RDF/ XML is the generally preferred form for publishing RDF on the Web, and Turtle [14] is a more compact syntax that is easier for people to read and write.
SPARQL is a language for expressing queries against RDF, and an HTTP-based protocol for executing such queries. It is to RDF what SQL is to a relational database, and can be used to extract information selectively from RDF data. A SPARQL endpoint is a web service with a SPARQL processor to receive and respond to SPARQL queries, and (like a relational database) can be implemented using common off-the-shelf software [e.g. Joseki (http:// www.joseki.org/), Sesame (http://www.openrdf. org/)].
A feature of RDF is that it defines how multiple RDF datasets can be merged into an equivalent single dataset; i.e. one RDF dataset that asserts the same facts as the conjunction of the individual datasets. But there is no standard way for one RDF dataset to refer to or make assertions about another RDF dataset (e.g. when it was published, and by whom). Many practitioners, including ourselves, favor using a 'named graph' [15] extension to RDF, which allow an arbitrary RDF dataset to be associated with a URI, which can in turn be used to construct assertions about that dataset. Examples of named graphs in this article are based on TriG [15] , which specifies a named graph extension to Turtle.
The World Wide Web Consortium's SWEO (Semantic Web Education and Outreach) Linking Open Data project [16, 17] has promoted and supported the publication of linked open datasets as RDF in the Web, including DBPedia (structured data extracted from Wikipedia) [18] , Musicbrainz (data on musicians and their albums) [19] , Riese (European statistics data) [20] . This work has been extended to biological data by projects, such as Bio2RDF [21] and Uniprot RDF [22] .
Given that many applications cannot be realized by interacting with a single data resource, but need several data resources, the challenge becomes to find the most economical, practical and sustainable approach for doing so. While a global network of linked data resources is an exciting vision, immediate value can be obtained by linking a relatively small number of data resources in a specific subject domain, such as Drosophila genomics. In projects such as FlyWeb [23] , Oxford University's Image Bioinformatics Research Group (IBRG) is taking an incremental, agile, bottom-up approach to constructing subject-specific data webs, driven by concrete needs of domain scientists for research tools that provide immediate value. This approach aims to ensure that ideas are grounded and that effort is targeted where it delivers most benefit. It also exposes technical and design challenges at an early stage, such as dealing with the maintenance of links between asynchronously evolving data resources in a decentralized system. Resources in the Web may change or disappear without any central control, and so may the links between these resources. Patterns and processes are needed to deal with this possibility in order to provide reliable services to scientists.
In particular, for any scientific application exploiting multiple data resources in the Web, a scientist may need to: trust that data links are valid; trust that data are consistent with the latest release of the public databases and trace back data links using previous releases of public databases, which may have been used by scientists to annotate their own local data.
Thus, for each link between a pair of data items, we may need to record: (i) evidence supporting the link; (ii) when this link was created, by whom, using which versions of which databases; (iii) when this link was updated or deprecated; (iv) whether there were any previous links between this pair of data items and (v) what previous links between data items; became obsolete, and why.
To express the provenance of data links, this article draws on recent work using named RDF graphs to represent provenance of data in linked data webs. Using Drosophila genomics as an example domain, design patterns for representing the provenance of links between genes identified in different data resources are presented and discussed, as possible solutions to the problems of ensuring accurate, consistent and up-to-date information in decentralized data webs. These patterns are divided into those which only enable the representation of provenance at a coarse-grained level, which is sufficient for a number of basic use cases, and further patterns which enable a finer grained representation of provenance. This article revisits previous work on provenance in linked data webs and presents a revised set of patterns, taking a minimal approach to supporting a set of well-defined provenance requirements.
NAMED RDF GRAPHS
Suppose two different data resources on the Drosophila genome have used different URIs to identify genes (using URIs to identify physical or conceptual entities is a fundamental principle of linked data in the Web). Because different identifiers are used, although both data resources may contain data on the same genes, those links are not made explicit, and are not discoverable nor amenable to automated processing. To make these hidden links explicit, an RDF graph could be published asserting mapping links between identifiers used at each data resource. For example, where two identifiers X and Y denote the same gene, a link of the form X owl:sameAs Y could be asserted in an RDF graph.
Suppose also that these two data resources are evolving independently, where changes include how the genome is divided up into genes. Without any information on how the published links depend on each of the published data resources, there is no way to establish whether a given set of links is still appropriate for the current state of the data. However, if all the mapping links between two data sources are published as a named RDF graph, a set of statements about that graph can also be published, including how the links depends on specific versions of each data resource. A named RDF graph is simply an RDF graph named by a URI [15] . This enables statements to be made about graphs.
However, with only a single named RDF graph for all of the mapping links between two data resources, there is no way to make statements about individual links. For example, who established a given link, what evidence they were relying on and how that link has changed with respect to previous mappings. One approach to solving this problem is to assert a named graph for each mapping link, which is an example of using named graphs at a finer level of granularity. In the sections below, we explore how the use of named graphs at two levels of granularity can satisfy different requirements.
Coarse-grained uses of named graphs for provenance
Suppose that two hypothetical data resources on the Drosophila genome-call them 'OpenFlyData' and 'MyFly'-are published in the Web. Both OpenFlyData and MyFly are published as a series of discrete versions, i.e. OpenFlyData 1 is released, followed by OpenFlyData 2, etc. Suppose also these two data resources use URIs to identify Drosophila genes, but that each data resource uses a different set of URIs.
A third party-call it 'FlyLink'-is interested in linking data from these two resources. FlyLink creates a graph of mapping links between these two sets of gene URIs (here called a 'mapping graph') and publishes it in the Web. This mapping graph is created at a specific point in time, and depends on specific versions of each of the mapped data resources. Whenever a new version of either of the two data resources is published, FlyLink reviews the changes to the data resource, creates a new mapping graph appropriate to the revised state of the data and publishes this new mapping graph in the Web. Thus the mapping graphs are also published as a series of discrete versions.
Because FlyLink's mapping graphs are published in the Web, people or applications can now discover links between OpenFlyData and MyFly, and can exploit them to join data from the two sources. However, any such application may require provenance information about the available mapping graph(s) to determine which can be used for what purpose. These requirements include being able to:
(1) query a specific mapping graph version;
(2) query the dependencies between specific mapping graph versions and specific versions of the mapped data resources; (3) query the history of mapping links between any two given genes across a mapping graph version series; (4) query differences between one mapping graph version and another (to find out what has changed) and (5) establish which mapping graph version in some series is the latest.
Below we introduce coarse-grained patterns for provenance information using named RDF graphs, where the mapping graph is itself published as a single named RDF graph. We then go on to illustrate how these patterns are sufficient to meet the requirements listed above via SPARQL queries or other means.
Example 1 illustrates a single named mapping graph, stating mapping links between the two sets of gene URIs used by our hypothetical data resources. In some cases, URIs used by each data resource actually denote the same gene, and so a triple of the form X owl:sameAs Y is asserted. In other cases, URIs 'do not' denote the same gene, so a triple of the form X owl:differentFrom Y is asserted. These OWL properties are symmetric and the order in which two gene names are related makes no difference. (These simple assertions will not be sufficient to express more complicated cases of gene mapping, however they serve to illustrate the coarse-grained use of named RDF graphs.)
Note that the mapping graph also contains statements about itself. The Dublin Core Terms [24] vocabulary has been used to state the creation date of the graph. A draft provenance ontology under the namespace http://purl.org/net/datawebs/ provenance/ has been used to state a version number (dw:versionNumber) and dependencies on other resources (dw:derivedFrom). We have drafted this ontology to complement the DC Terms and Semantic Web Publishing (SWP) vocabularies, providing additional support for making statements about the provenance and versioning of graphs of mapping links in the Web.
Example 2 below illustrates a new mapping graph version, made in response to a release of a new version of MyFly. MyFly's 'gene2' has been split into 'gene2A' and 'gene2B', and this is expressed in Example 1: A named RDF graph asserting mapping links between gene URIs used by two different data resources.
the new mapping graph. Note that the provenance information has also changed to reflect the new dependencies.
Given that these two mapping graphs are published in the Web via a single SPARQL endpoint configured with support for named RDF graphs, we can illustrate how, in principle, the requirements listed above are met.
Querying a specific mapping graph version
If the URI of a specific mapping graph version is known, this URI can be used in a SPARQL query to specify the target graph against which the query should be evaluated. For example, the SPARQL query below selects the type of mapping link between two specific genes, in version 2 of the mapping graph. 
Querying historical data
If dependencies are explicitly stated between a mapping graph and the versions of the mapped data resources, these statements can be used to query for mapping links appropriate to historical versions of the linked data resources. For example, the query below selects all mapping links involving a given gene for version 1 of MyFly. ?g dw:derivedFrom <http://myflyexample.org/version>.
} }
This example may also be useful in situations where data from short-term projects are published but are not kept up-to-date with successive releases of public genomic databases after the project ends. Such legacy data may be annotated using information from a now out-of-date version of the public database. Making sense of the links between this data resource and others will depend on recording the dependencies between specific versions of those data resources.
Tracking changes to links between a given pair of genes If each mapping graph includes assertions of its version number and when it was created, these could be used to track changes to mapping links between two specific genes. The query below, issued to a SPARQL endpoint that contains all the mapping graphs ever created, would retrieve a history of links between two genes, and the provenance of those links. Querying the latest mapping graph version The first scenario above illustrated the use of a mapping graph name (URI), a version number, or a creation date, to query a known version of a mapping graph. However, if none of these details are known in advance, how could the latest (i.e. most recent) version of a mapping graph be discovered and queried? One approach would be to use the version number (i.e. select all mapping graphs ordered by their version numbers), but this would depend on all parties adopting a common convention for version numbering. Without such a convention, there would be no reliable generic way to discover the latest version of a mapping graph. Another approach would be to use the creation date to order mapping graph versions (which depends on a convention where each mapping graph version is a static entity, i.e. it is not changed after publication).
Two further approaches are presented below, which introduce an additional graph (here called a 'meta-graph') to store assertions about the version history of mapping graphs.
In Example 3, three mapping graphs are asserted, and a meta-graph is also asserted with statements on how each version of a mapping graph replaces a prior version, using the dcterms:replaces property.
To find the mapping link in the most recent mapping graph, the query below selects all triples in a mapping graph that is not replaced by any other mapping graphs. Another way to track the history of mappings could be asserting explicitly the version series of mapping graphs in a meta-graph. Example 4 shows use of a custom vocabulary 'dw:latestVersion' to explicitly state the latest version mapping graph, together with 'dcterms:hasVersion' to link all versions.
To get the link from the latest version, the following query selects all the triples in a mapping graph that is asserted as the latest version in the meta-graph. The patterns illustrated above demonstrate the use of named mapping graphs to support coarse-grained provenance requirements. All of the mapping links were made available as a single named RDF graph, allowing the name of the graph to be used to assert provenance information about the mapping graph. A small set of RDF properties were used, including dcterms:created and dcterms:hasVersion from the Dublin Core Terms vocabulary, and dw:versionNumber, dw:derivedFrom and dw: latestVersion from the proposed provenance vocabulary. However, in some circumstances, finer grained provenance information is required, discussed in more detail below.
Finer grained uses of named graphs for provenance
Finer grained provenance requirements include being able to query information about specific links between two given gene URIs within a mapping graph, such as the evidence supporting the assertion of that link, or the person and/or process that created the link. This section discusses a finer grained use of named graphs, which allows some of these further requirements to be met.
Above we used 'mapping graph' to refer to a graph asserting a set of links between URIs used by two different data resources. To make finer grained statements about individual links within a mapping graph, the mapping graph has to be broken down into a set of smaller named graphs, each asserting a single link between data items, here called a 'link graph'. In example 5, the links between OpenFlyData's gene URIs and MyFly's gene URIs are each asserted in a separate named link graph. Each link graph also contains statements about itself, including links to information resources providing supporting evidence for the link (using the dw:evidence property), and the person responsible for creating the link (using the dc:creator property). Both link graphs are part of a single mapping graph (asserted using the dcterms:hasPart property), which asserts all the mapping links between gene names. Note that, in example 5, the links are asserted individually in link graphs and also together in the mapping graph. This duplication allows both the coarse-grained requirements and the finer grained requirements to be met. An open question is whether the link graphs should be treated as proper sub-graphs of the mapping graph. The example 5 illustrates a less formal convention, where dcterms:hasPart is used to indicate a relationship without any formal semantics between the mapping and link graphs, which is sufficient to meet the stated requirements.
The example 6 illustrates how link graphs are updated in a new version of the mapping graph.
With the update of one of our hypothetical data resource 'MyFly', myfly:gene2 is split into myfly: gene2A and myfly:gene2B. Two new link graphs are then introduced, each asserting the links between these gene names, the supporting evidence and the link creator.
Given that the above examples are published in the Web via a single SPARQL endpoint, we use the following SPARQL queries to illustrate how the link graphs could satisfy some requirements that cannot be supported solely using mapping graphs.
Querying who created the mapping between two genes in a specific mapping graph If the URI of a specific mapping graph version is known, this URI can be used in a SPARQL query to specify the target graph against which the query should be evaluated. For example, the SPARQL query below retrieves the creator of the mapping between the gene openflydata:gene1 and gene myfly:gene1 in a given mapping graph. This information could be used, e.g. to contact the link's creator, or to establish trust metrics (where an application might trust links created by some people/processes more than others). Understanding why the mapping link between two genes was asserted in a specific mapping graph Each mapping link between two genes could be supported by different evidence, ranging from publications, or comments on a public database to informal communications. Given that the URI of a specific mapping graph is known, the example below retrieves the evidence for the linking between the gene openflydata:gene1 and gene myfly:gene1. Explain why the genes linked to a particular gene changed in different mapping graphs The two example link graphs above record that with the update of MyFly, the MyFly gene names mapped to the openflydata:gene2 have changed. In version 1, openflydata:gene2 is asserted to be the same as myfly:gene2, while in version 2, it is different from both myfly:gene2A and myfly:gene2B. To explain why these links have changed, we need to retrieve all the mappings associated with openflydata:gene2 and the evidence supporting each mapping. The following SPARQL query will retrieve from all the mapping graphs: the gene names linked with 'openflydata:gene2', the relationship of these genes with gene 'openflydata:gene2' and the evidence that supports each link. Here, we use the version number to distinguish one mapping graph from another. Track when a gene became linked/not linked with another gene and why After finding out that gene 'openflydata:gene2' became no longer linked with gene 'myfly:gene2' in the above scenario, one could ask when this relationship first broke and why. This query can be answered in two steps. First, the example query given in Scenario 2.1.3 would allow us to find out the first mapping graph that created the link between this pair of genes. Then, with the specific mapping graph version number, we can retrieve the link graph about this pair of genes and the evidence associated with this link graph using the example query in Scenario 2.2.2.
DISCUSSION
This article explores the management of linked biological data. Data published by different sources often use different identifiers. Specific domain knowledge is needed to link these different identifiers. These links need to be recorded explicitly to allow integrated access to multiple data sources. Furthermore, data changes and so do identifiers. For example, one gene might be split into two other genes with new names during the update of biological knowledge. Provenance information about these changes is needed to provide reliable and accurate services to scientists. Here, we have used named graphs to represent provenance information for links between data entities in biological data webs. We have assumed the theory and syntax of named RDF graphs as defined in Ref. [15] . Named graphs have been applied elsewhere to represent aspects of data provenance. For example, the SWP vocabulary defines predicates for signing, quoting, asserting and stating the authority of named graphs. SWP is used in the Web Information Quality Assessment (WIQA) framework to filter data based on a predefined policy. Here, we have been concerned with complementary aspects of provenance, such as the derivation, version history and evidence supporting a given set of assertions.
Linked data can be published as an HTTPaccessible RDF dataset simply by posting a file of RDF data on a web server, and this lends itself well to discovery by web crawler software similar to web search engines. A SPARQL endpoint typically requires more effort to create, but is better suited to presenting large datasets, and for federated queries over multiple datasets. Special purpose SPARQL processors can also be used to front-end non-RDF data, such as relational databases and present them as RDF datasets. Our design patterns using named graphs can be used with any of these approaches: a directly accessed RDF dataset can be viewed as named with the HTTP URI used to access it. The SPARQL query language explicitly allows queries to be framed with reference to RDF named graphs, without imposing how they should be implemented.
We have illustrated two levels of granularity at which provenance can be represented using named graphs. In a coarse-grained approach, a set of mapping links are published as a single named RDF graph, here called a 'mapping graph'. In a fine-grained approach, one named graph is published for each mapping link, here called a 'link graph'. These are two possible extremes of granularity. There is a continuum between these extremes, and the appropriate level of granularity could be determined in response to the needs and resources of a particular application.
Simmhan et al. [26] discusses granularity of data provenance in e-science, suggesting that the use of 'abstract datasets' provides flexibility, also pointing out that the cost of capturing provenance information is related to the granularity at which it is captured. The issue of granularity is also discussed in Ref. [27] where 'RDF molecules' are proposed as an alternative to named RDF graphs. da Silva et al. [28] proposes a knowledge provenance infrastructure at a level of granularity appropriate to assertions within knowledge sources (analogous to our fine-grained patterns), as a follow-on from previous work by the same authors on provenance at the level of knowledge sources as a whole (analogous to our coarse-grained patterns).
In the patterns presented above, some provenance statements were asserted within the graph to which they applied (e.g. dw:versionNumber for mapping graphs), while others were asserted in a separate 'meta-graph' (e.g. dcterms:replaces between mapping graphs), i.e. mapping graphs and link graphs were self-describing to a certain extent, but not entirely so. The choices made here were based on the convenience of creating SPARQL queries for particular use cases, not on any other consideration. The advantage of named graphs being entirely selfdescribing is that the essential provenance information is carried within the graph to which it applies, removing the need for any other mechanism of discovering sources of provenance information. A disadvantage is that it may make some requirements less convenient to implement via SPARQL queries or other means. The issue of self-describing resources is described in general terms for the Web in Ref. [29] . Note in particular the element of good practice states that 'Web representations should link to the information needed to support automatic processing of those representations'.
Versioning RDF vocabularies and data remain a subject for research. There is ongoing work to establish best practice within the W3C's Semantic Web Deployment Working Group [30] . The examples presented in this article have assumed that a set of mapping links between two data resources will be published as a discrete series of mapping graphs, each graph representing a static 'version' in the series. Each version is identified by the name of the graph, fulfilling the element of good practice in Ref. [30] to identify versions. The situation becomes complicated, however, when a mapping graph can be viewed as having 'parts' which are link graphs. How should the link graphs be managed? Should each mapping graph version compose a disjoint set of link graphs, or can a link graph can be viewed as 'part' of more than one mapping graph version?
This article only considered two types of links between a pair genes, i.e. either they are same as or different from each other. The actual relationships between two gene names are potentially more complex. For example, the older name 'CG32954' actually referred to a dicistronic gene. The two genes CG3481 and CG3484 represent the two open reading frames previously identified within CG32954. Representing this type of information is clearly critical in genuine scientific applications. Karp [31] classified the links between molecular biology databases into stale links, links with no clear semantics, etc. The provenance pattern we proposed here allows users to retrieve the most recent (freshest) links, in addition to the past (stale) links between data. Using RDF, we are able to assert the links between data items with very precise (model-theoretic) semantics. However, the actual link types between biological entities might need to be expressed using much more complex semantics than owl:sameAs or owl:differentFrom. This is future work that we will investigate.
Issues surrounding provenance of primary biological data are not covered here. That is the 'native' provenance concerning a biological data item, usually published by database providers. Native provenance can include literature in which a biological data item was described, or the experiment or study under which it was analyzed or processed, and is vital to the processes of knowledge discovery and decision making. Neither have we addressed social and practical (i.e. nontechnical) issues surrounding provenance. Practical issues include the cost-effective capture and maintenance of sufficiently detailed provenance records. Social issues include mechanisms for establishing scientific credibility, acceptance and recognition of authority, and propagation of trust, which in turn may depend on appropriate academic conventions. Many of these issues are outstanding and must be addressed before technical solutions presented here can be widely used.
The patterns presented depend only on RDF, SPARQL and named graphs. No reasoning capabilities are required. An area for further work is to explore the utility of ontology languages (e.g. OWL DL) and reasoners for the representation and inference of provenance-related information. Some simple examples could include the use of subproperty and subclass inference to match queries and assertions at different levels of specificity. More advanced examples could include the use of DL classifiers to implement filtering policies (current approaches, such as WIQA, are procedural).
The patterns explored in this article assume that URIs are used by all parties to identify genes. This is currently not the general case. For example, although FlyTED's data are available via a SPARQL endpoint (http://www.fly-ted.org/sparql), it does not use URIs for gene names. A total of 629 different labels (e.g. 'Adh') are used in FlyTED, some of which may be synonyms. A subset of BDGP's data is also available via a SPARQL endpoint (http:// spade.lbl.gov:2021/). BDGP's data hinges on the notion of a gene product; there are no stable or persistent URIs for these entities. A total of 14 636 gene labels are used by BGDP, many of which are synonyms. There are only 269 gene labels used in common between FlyTED and BDGP, although there is a significantly larger overlap in the number of genes actually studied by the two projects. Linking these two sources requires synonym data that is available from FlyBase. However, FlyBase currently uses a non-URI identifier system for D. melanogaster genes (e.g. 'FBgn0004907'). Clearly the representation of links between data from these three sources is more complex than the simple patterns explored in this article. The work of rationalising gene identities is ongoing within the FlyWeb project [23] . An initial version of the information in this paper was published in [32] .
